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In this paper we announce a structure theorem on the cone of
curves of algebraic varieties defined over a field of characteristic zero.
Details will appear elsewhere. This theorem should be one of the key
steps toward the theory of minimal models of algebraic varieties. We
already have the so-called contraction theorem (Theorem 4), which is
a generalization of Castelnuovo’s criterion of exceptional curves of
the. first kind. Our weak cone. theorem gua.rantees the. existence, of a
good extremal ra.y to be contracted if the model is not minimal. The
remaining thing to be. proved would be the theorem on elementa.ry
tra.nsformations (see Reid [5], [6], Kawamata [2]).

1o We. fix our notation. Let X be a normal projective variety.
We. define" N(X) {1-cycles on X} / (R)R, N(X) {line bundles on X}/
(R)Q, N(X)=N(X)(R)R, and NE(X)= the closed convex cone in N(X)
generated by effective I-cycles, where denotes numerical equiva-
lence. N(X) and N(X) are dual to each other by intersection pairing.
An element D e N’(X) is called "nef" (numerically effective or numeri-
cally semipositive) if D>=0 on NE(X). Moreover, if (D)>0 with
n=dim X, then D is called "big". We denote by Div (X) the group
of Weil divisors o.n X and Kx e Div (X) the eanonieal divisor o.n X. A
"Q-divisor" is an element D e Div (X)(R)Q. D is ealled "Q-Cartier" if
there, is a positive integer a such that aD is a Cartier divisor. If Kx
is Q-Cartier, X is called "Q-Gorenstein". For Q-Cartier divisors we
can define intersection numbers with l-cycles by linearity and thus
their numerical classes in N(X). For r e R we define 7r=min {t e Z;
t>=r} and {r}=r+7-r. Let D=,aD be a Q-divisor, where a e Q
and the D, are. mutually distinct prime, divisors. We. define D3
=.a,3D, and {D}=Y, {a,}D,. X is said to have. only "canonical
singularities" if X is Q-Gorenstein and if the following condition is
satisfied" there is a resolution of singularities f" YX such that aKz
=f*(aKx)+a a,E, with a,>__0, where a is a positive integer such
that aKx is a Cartier divisor and the E, are exceptional divisors.

Theorem 1 (Kawamata [1] or Viehweg [8]). Let X be a non-
singular projective variety and D e Div (X)(R)Q. Assume the following
conditions"

( ) D is nef and big and
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(ii) (D) has a support with only normal crossings.
Then we have H(X, (z(DU+Kz))=0 for iO.

Let " X--.Z be a morphism of normal projective varieties. We
define" N(X/Z)-the subspace o,f N(X) generated by curves on X
which are mapped to points on Z by , N(X/Z)=N(X)/N(X/Z) ’-,
N(X/Z) the image of N(X) in N(X/Z), NE(X/Z)= the closed convex
cone in N(X/Z) generated by curves on X which are mapped to points
on Z by , and NE,(X/Z)={z e NE(X/Z) (D.z)>=O} for D e N(X/Z).
N(X/Z) and N(X/Z) are dual spaces. D e N(X/Z) is called "relatively
nef" for = if D_>_0 on NE(X/Z). Kleiman’s criterion [3] says that
D e NI(X/Z) is relatively ample if and only if D0 on NE(X/Z)-{O}.
We assume that X has o,nly canonical singularities. A "go,od relative
supporting function" L is an element o,f N(X) which is relatively nef
for and such that F=F=LZONE(X/Z)-{O} is non-empty and
entirely contained in the half space (z eNd(X/Z); (Kx.z)0}. This
F is called a "good relative face" supported by L. By Kleiman’s
criterion, it is easy to see that there is a positive integer a such that
aL--Kz is relatively ample for u. A good relative ace o.f dimension
1 is called a "good relative, extremal ray". In the absolute case, i.e.,
if Z is a point, L and F are called a "good supporting function" and
a "good face" (or a "good extremal ray") of NE(X), respectively.

2. Now we state our main theorem. This was first proved by
Reid [6] in the case in which dim X= 3 and Z is a point. This theorem
is "weak", since we do not assert that the R are locally finite.

Theorem 2. Let X be a projective variety with only canonical
singularities, Z a projective variety .and let " X-+Z be a morphism.
Then -(X/Z) is a closed convex cone generated by NE(X/Z) and
all of its good relative extremal rays"

NE(X/Z) (NE(X/Z)+ R)-,
where the R are good relative extremal rays .and- denotes the closure
with respect to. the real topology. In particular, if Kx is not relatively
nef for , then X has .at least one good relative extremal ray.

The proo needs ollowing theorems which are deduced by using
the same method as in Kawamata [2] or Reid [6]. Theorem 3 is a
generalization o, Theorem 0.2 of Shokurov [7].

Theorem :. Let X be a non-singular projective variety, D, D
and D e Div (X), A e Div (X)(R)Q, r e R with rO and r e Q, and Po and
qo positive integers with qo-porO, which satisfy the following con-
ditions"

( i ) D is nef,
(ii) for arbitrary positive integers p and q such that q-prgqo

--pot and qqo, there exists a positive integer s such that pD/qD
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+sD+A-Kz is nef and big, and
(iii) 7A is effective and {A} has a support with only nor.mal

crossings.
Then there exists some e R with Oqo-por such that

H(X, (z(pD+qD+sD+A)):0
for all positive integers p, q, and s with q-pr and O((q((s.

Theorem 4. Let X be a projective variety with only canonical
singularities and H a Cartier divisor on X. Assume that H is nef
and that aH-Kx is nef and big for some positive integer a. Then the
linear system ]mH is base point free for m>)O.

Let F be a good face of NE(X) with a good supporting function
L. By applying Theorem 4 to L, we obtain a surjective morphism
:" X-+Z to a normal projective variety Z with connected fibers such
that or an arbitrary curve C on X, =(C) is a point on Z if and only if
cl (C)e F. This is called a "contraction morphism associated to. F".
Note that -Kx is relatively ample for .

Theorem 5. Let X be a projective variety with only canonical
singularities, Z a projective variety, " X-Z a morphism and H an
ample Cartier divisor on X. Assume that Kx is not relatively nef for. Set

r=max (t R; H+tKx is relatively nef for .
Then e Q.

Theorem 6. Let X be a projective variety with only canonical
singularities, Z a projective variety, " X--Z a morphism, and L a
good relative supporting function of NE(X/Z) with a good relative
f.ace F. Then there exists an .ample divisor M on Z such that L+z*M
is a good supporting function of NE(X) whose good face is the same
as F. In other words, a good relative face of NE(X/Z) is also a good

face of NE(X).
Corollary7. Let X, Z and = be as in the theorem. Let F be a

good face of NE(X) contained in NE(X/Z) and X--W the contrac-
tion morphism associated to F. Then we have a morphism /" W-Z
such that --/ . Moreover the following dual sequences

0 ;N(X/W) ;N(X/Z) ;N(W/Z) ;0

and
O< NI(X/ W)< NI(X/Z) -N’(W /Z)< 0

are exact.
This corollary says that NE(X/Z) has an "edge" at a good relative

face F.
Remark. Our proof is also valid in the case where X is a non-

projective complete algebraic variety with only log-terminal singu-
larities.
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